Student Friendly Online Resources
K-2 Online Resources
Site

Purpose

Content(s)

Rationale for
Use/Suggestions
for Use

Storyonline

Fluency/Intonation/R
ead Aloud; Students
can hear stories be
read aloud to them

ELA

-Students use to
continue with
building their
stamina for reading
-Students continue
to build their
fluency and
intonation
*Included hands on
activities, with
visuals, that
parents can
complete with their
children

Epic (Books)

Similar to above.
There are read
alouds and books for
students to read on
their own. Both are
available in multiple
languages. Lots of
great books and a
good collection of
nonfiction

ELA

-Read alouds allow
students to enjoy
listening to stories
while learning
important reading
skills like character
identification,
recognizing story
structure, etc.
Read to self helps
build fluency and
stamina.

Videos for
beginners:
1. ABC Phonics
Song
2.Consonant
Blends Chant

1. Alphabet with
letters, sounds
and 2 pictures,
many match up
with Saxon
keywords.
2. Common blends
with keywords,

Phonics

1. Helps with letter
recognition and
sound
pronunciation.
Pictures and
words also help
build
vocabulary.

3.Number Song
1-20

each repeated
twice.
3. Counting from
1-20 with the
numbers on the
screen. Singing
Walrus on
youtube also has
count to 100 and
count by 10s
both with the
numbers on the
screen as they
count.

2. Same as #1
3. Counting

Starfall

Letter
identification,sounds,
read along text
grades early literacy

ELA/ Math

Visual support,
engaging games
songs and read
alongs, read to
with follow along
words

Read Works

Standards based
Informational text
around science and
social studies
Grades K and above

ELA

Students can get
an account log in
to any grade level
so it is easily
differentiated,
Text can be read to
students
Pictorial support

ABC Mouse
Free during school
closures

Letter
identification,sounds,
read along text
grades early literacy

ELA

Visual support,
engaging games
songs and read
alongs, read to
with follow along
words

Games to Learn
English

Beginner interactive
resources/games

Language
Acquisition

Vocab, verb tense,
prepositions, big idea,
compare/contrast,
etc...

The Spanish
Experiment

Fluency/Intonation/R
ead Aloud:: Students
can hear stories be

ELA Fiction
(Fairytales)

-Students use to
continue with
building their

read aloud to them in
Spanish w/ English
translations

stamina for reading
-Students continue
to build their
fluency and
intonation

Unite for Literacy

Fluency/Intonation/R
ead Aloud: Students
can hear stories be
read aloud to them
English AND 43
OTHER
LANGUAGES

ELA Fiction and
Nonfiction

Young Explorer
National
Geographic

Fluency/Intonation/R
ead Aloud: Students
can hear stories be
read aloud to them
English

ELA Nonfiction/
Science

*Scout = K
*Voyager = 1st
Grade

3-5 Online Resources
Site

Purpose

Content(s)

Rationale for
Use/Suggestions for
Use

Epic (Books)

There are read
alouds and books
for students to
read on their own.
Both are available
in multiple
languages. Lots
of great books
and a good
collection of
nonfiction

ELA

-Read alouds allow
students to enjoy listening
to stories while learning
important reading skills
like character
identification, recognizing
story structure, etc. Read
to self helps build fluency
and stamina.

Read Works

Standards based

ELA -

I have used with my ELs

Informational text
around science
and social studies

Fiction/Nonfiction

Games to Learn
English

Beginner
interactive
resources/games

Grammar/Vocabul Vocab, verb tense,
ary Acquisition
prepositions, big - idea,
compare/contrast, etc...

Annenberg Learner

Provides teachers
with multimedia
resources for
K-12

K-12

One fun way even for 6th
grade entering ELs to
practice plot line

Common Lit

- Provides
teachers with
standards aligned
resources to
teach specific
genres of reading
and writing
- Includes actual
student
samples/models
of writing divided
by grade level to
use as model
texts for students

ELA - 3-12

I find the paired texts very
helpful

Mystery Doug

Free for the year
at least but
always generous!!

Science - K-5

Interesting , engaging,
and of real interest to kids
as the questions come
directly from them

This is the
mystery science
that answers
science questions
for k-5 but we can
all learn from it ( I
have!)

and have built both
content knowledge and
reading skills/strategies
Text based questions, and
recall

6-8 Online Resources
Site

Purpose

Content(s)

Rationale for
Use/Suggestions
for Use

Newsela

News articles on a
host of high interest
topics. Articles can
be adjusted to
different
grade/reading levels.
Articles come with a
quiz.

ELA Nonfiction/Current
Events

Keeps students
up-to-date with news,
work on reading
comprehension

Middle School ESL

Middle School ESL
Levels 1 and ⅔ for
Science and Social
Studies

Language Acquisition

Supplemental for
Inside levels A and B

Duolingo

Practice from one’s
native language to
English

Language Acquisition

Grammar,
vocabulary, can be
adjusted to student’s
proficiency level

New Jersey
Education
Association

NJEA resources on
COVID19 in
languages other than
English

Teacher Resource

Information on
COVID19

A 4 ESL

Activities for EL’s in
many languages and
many levels to
support learning

Language Acquisition

Grammar, spelling,
vocabulary, puzzles,
and more

